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Devs are red

Ops are blue

Please work together

Or no uptime for you

To start – a poem
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• The mainframe is an integral part of an enterprise’s digital 
economy strategy

• The traditional mainframe development paradigm is changing

• As the workforce changes from boomers to millennials…the next 
generation will bring best practices used by the open systems 
environment to the mainframe environment

• The transformation is already taking place as mainframe 
development is adopting Agile Development practices 

• As Agile is embraced, it will bring about a renewed focus on 
process integration and automation need for Lean adoption 
(testing, provisioning, analysis)

• Ops automation is needed, both in pre (deployment) & post 
(issues) processes, to seamlessly integrate with Dev

Premise
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Fractured Ecosystem

Application developers are the craftspeople of the digital 
business era…entrenched contributors operating in functional 
role silos must evolve their skills to build great software.

- The Renaissance Developer Gartner August 2014
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• Frustration – things can’t mesh, delays

• No unified view, metrics

• Mainframe development is a black box, a mystery

• Mainframers feel they “aren’t invited to the table”, are out 
of the loop

• Mainframe projects can grow out of scope, be delayed

• Work is done around mainframe to just get it done

– This means it actually can take longer

– Duplicate code

– Recreating existing time tested code

– More complexity

What do we see
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But Mainframe Development Poses Challenges 

“Improve Application Development And Delivery with DevOps,” a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Compuware, November 2016

http://www.compuware.com/analyst-report/improve-application-development-and-delivery-with-devops
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• The current system is broken, bi-modal doesn’t work

• You can’t have a fast side and a slow side

• Why would you want that? Who would want to be on the 
slow side or admit that it exists?

• Why not all fast, all connected, all with quality?

• Can it be done? Yes, but it requires change and commitment

The Status Quo can’t remain
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Adapt or become extinct
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Adopting DevOps Can Resolve Challenges

“Improve Application Development And Delivery with DevOps,” A commissioned 
study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Compuware, November 2016

http://www.compuware.com/analyst-report/improve-application-development-and-delivery-with-devops
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The Business Value of the Connected 
Mainframe for Digital Transformation

• Connected mainframe = modernized platform integrated 
with internal and external environments

• Adopters of strategy can achieve >300% return over 
five years in digital transformation quest

• Over 50% of value came from business productivity 
gains realized from higher transaction volumes, 
new services and/or business expansion

• Mainframe orgs realize 47% lower five-year cost 
of operations on average

– “To do the mainframe apps on distributed, 
we’d need another 5,000 servers …”

– “We would probably need 2x as many staff 
for managing a distributed environment …” 

“The Business Value of the Connected Mainframe 
for Digital Transformation,” IDC, 2017

https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=ZSL03429USEN
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Fractured Ecosystem

Application developers are the craftspeople of the digital 
business era…entrenched contributors operating in functional 
role silos must evolve their skills to build great software.

- The Renaissance Developer Gartner August 2014
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So What is DevOps?
DevOps (a clipped compound of 
"development" and "operations") 
is a culture, movement or 
practice that emphasizes the 
collaboration and communication 
of both software developers and 
other information-technology (IT) 
professionals while automating 
the process of software delivery 
and infrastructure changes. It 
aims at establishing a culture 
and environment where 
building, testing, and 
releasing software, can 
happen rapidly, frequently, 
and more reliably.
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If it is manual, it won’t be done

If it is automatic and part of the process, it will be

• It is really a continuation of older practices

• But automated

• And compressed

My definition
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DevOps Supporting Practices

• Iterative/Agile

• Minimum Viable Product

• Lean 

• “Whole team”

• Collaboration

• Test Data Management

• Continuous Integration, Delivery, Feedback and Learning

• Automation – Analysis, Coding, Testing, Deployment, 
Monitoring

• Measurement
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DevOps Supporting Tools

• Planning/Backlog Management

• Analysis, System & Program

• Code and Unit Test

• Deployment

• Orchestration

• Collaboration
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It relies on combining current solutions
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10 Steps to Mainframe Agile Development
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